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1 Executive Summary

We are honored to participate in this expert review of the first aid chapter of
the New Where There Is No Doctor. The four of us have been influenced by
Where There Is No Doctor in our work of practicing and teaching low-resource
health work in the United States. It is a delight to contribute our opinionated
thoughts and practical experience to the project of the new edition.

This report opens with our conversation about the overall approach of the
new WTND. We believe the book should clearly recommend hands-on first aid
training (even if this is difficult to get in many countries), we disagree about
whether the book should be optimized for reference or for teaching others, we
want the chapter to emphasize secondary assessment throughout, and we dis-
cussed promoting an emphasis on scene control and downstream complications
for first aid rather on emergent situations. In “Notes on the First Aid chapter,”
we got contentious, line-by-line. As we have extensive experience in situations
of civil unrest, protest, and police violence, we concentrated our conversation
on improving that part of the chapter. We focused on questions 3, 8, and 9,
and unfortunately did not do much justice to your other questions.

“Notes on First Aid medications section” is Anne’s treatment of the medica-
tions section that accompanies the first aid chapter. Some concerns are repeated
from “Thoughts on the new approach,” specifically: making dosage instructions
very clear and clarifying the discussion on poisoning. “Emerging Trends in the
Western US” is a guest contribution from a street medic and paramedic in the
Western United States about the need for more self-care knowledge in specific
areas that we may have missed in our commentary on the chapter. Finally, the
appendices of this report contain Anne’s contribution to our speculative fiction
write-off about how Where There Is No Doctor might come to be used in the
United States by its future hand-me-down recipients, and short bios of each of
us.

Since the previous version of this report, Zoë read our review and added
her own comments to this report. We are pleased to collaborate with her! Our
conversation is ongoing and we’re eager to stay engaged in the development of
the chapter in any way we can. We only stopped because of the deadline. Let
us know if there’s anything else we can do!

Grace Keller
gracerkeller@ymail.com

(504) 710-1604
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2 Questions for medical and expert review

1. Looking at the chapter overall, what topics should we emphasize more or
less than we do? Does the balance feel right, or do some topics need more
information, and others less? Is there any essential First Aid topic we
should include that we do not?

2. If you had to remove one section or topic area because it is the least
essential part of the chapter, what would you take out?

3. Does this order of the topics in the chapter make sense? Or is there
another order that you think would be better?

4. For the following conditions, what antibiotic regimen would you recom-
mend that would work in the most places – prioritizing effectiveness and
wide availability internationally?

• Gunshot and knife wounds (pages 13 and 14)

• Wound infection and sepsis (page 15)

• Open fractures (page 26)

• Infections from burns (pages 31 and 32)

• Do any of the other recommendations for medicines not look right to
you? If so, which ones?

5. Please see the instructions for treating a dislocated shoulder (page 27)
and elbow (page 28). How can we make these instructions clearer? Do
you have any practical tips we can add to help the reader learn how to do
this?

6. Do you think this chapter would be useful for both urban and rural com-
munities? Why or why not? How can we make it more useful for either
context?

7. Think about how useable this chapter might be to an untrained person,
to a lay health worker, to a nurse, and to a doctor. Who do you think can
use this chapter – or specific parts of this chapter? What reservations do
you have about this chapter for any of these specific audiences? Do you
think this chapter would be effective to use in trainings for community
health workers?

8. Do you have any practical recommendations for any of the topics covered
in this chapter, to help make the material more accessible?

9. Please add your overall impression of this chapter. The more specific you
can be, with examples of what you liked and didn’t like and why, the more
helpful it will be to us in improving the chapter.
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3 Thoughts on the new approach

Our expert review of the first aid chapter of the New Where There Is No Doctor
involved a spirited email exchange and calls, harrassing Todd for more informa-
tion, and writing short fiction. In order to represent the review’s liveliness, this
section is presented as the conversation that it was.

3.1 Audience

Our expert review team’s first skirmishes were about who were the intended
end-users of Where There Is No Doctor. Roger reminded us of David Werner’s
“Village Health Workers” in Piaxtla. Grace reminded us that the world’s pop-
ulation has urbanized since then, in response to many pressures including the
drug and small-arms trades that did in the village clinic in Ajoya, Mexico. Anne
pointed out that big purchasers of the book seem to be aid workers (many of
whom work in organizations that presumably also send doctors) and survivalists.

We wrote to Todd Jailer, managing editor, to sort it all out for us, and he
wrote back in support of Roger’s approach.

Todd’s Response

Regarding your question about the intended audience for the new WTND: I was
hoping to find a description of that written into a funding proposal that I could
just cut and paste, but alas such a thing does not seem to exist. However, I did
find this “vision statement” that begins to answer the question about audience:

This book is primarily intended for people with low educational skills who will
be the main providers of accessible, decent and affordable primary health care. It
will give them the tools and information to do educational, curative, preventive
and social transformation work in primary health care. We hope to retain much
of the warm style, clear illustrations, plain language and appropriate literacy
level that will reach out to those who are most marginalized and in need of this
resource.

This audience is very similar to that of the previous edition: community
health workers/health promoters, who are frequently volunteers and who encom-
pass the traits of compassion, commitment and capability. Their knowledge of
biomedical health care may be limited, but their lifeskills and intelligence high.
The presumption is that they live in communities where health care is inaccessi-
ble due to unjust economic constraints, geographic isolation, or lack of primary
health care providers.

Let me explain a little further:
The audience for WTND is community health workers. That umbrella term

covers a huge swath of people with varied training and circumstances. For
“jobs,” they may or may not be health promoters or health workers but may
be teachers, agricultural extension agents, community organizers, etc. They live
and work in both urban and rural settings, in underdeveloped regions and com-
munities as well as in developed ones. They may have easy access to medicines
in a clinic or may have to go to a pharmacy to purchase meds and supplies as
needed. They may use the book to prepare others to act in first aid emergencies
or to find out what to do themselves.
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Our compromise

Considering that the various updates of Werner’s first edition of the book have
been in heavy circulation for about 40 years, we figured the book’s audience to
be those who will inherit it in time. That is, an aid worker might buy it, never
open it, and leave it in Sendera Luminoso or Sadr City. Three years later, the
aid organization might pull out, and the book then prove indispensible to its
inheritor. While our team worked together briefly as medics in Haiti after the
2010 quake and Roger worked briefly as a medic in Palestine during the Al-Aqsa
intifada, our expertise is in the needs where there is no doctor in the urban and
rural United States. Our review reflects both both our second-hand audience
compromise and our United States bias.

3.2 Recommend training

All three of us agreed it is important to prominantly recommend hands-on first
aid training in the chapter. Localized versions of the book should direct readers
to local training organizations. Grace believes that in places where courses are
unavailable, learning from a knowledgable person is another option. First aid
training should involve lots of practice in realistic scenarios with psychosocial
elements – much of first aid depends on the ability to go on “autopilot” and do
the right thing.

Todd’s response

As you may have heard (but not on the news), the Peoples Health Movement just
had its 3rd Assembly in South Africa. Some Hesperian folks attended (not me,
tho) and questions to different international folks raised our general concerns
about the lack of 1st aid training in many countries. Lots of the people spoken
to were veterans of former popular and liberation movements which historically
had made first aid training a central piece of the work of the community health
organizations/clinics they founded and maintained after the struggles eased to a
less sharp form.

Now, they say, because international health funding determines so much of
what kinds of training happens, there is much less “1st aid” training happen-
ing, and much more vertical, narrow training happening, whether about child
mortality, maternal health, malaria, hiv, etc. Some of this training includes
emergencies and thus overlaps with some 1st aid content, but not really.

3.3 Training manual or handbook?

Anne and Grace scuffled over an ideal approach for the chapter. Anne wondered
whether the chapter is an indexed reference, a self-teaching guide, or a resource
for teaching others. We settled on two different recommendations.

• Anne would like to see training resources built directly into the chapter,
and its focus clearly shifted to a resource for teaching others.

• Grace would like to see the chapter more closely mirror the “Vade Mecum”
style of the old Where There Is No Doctor, with common, ambiguous, late-
presenting signs/symptoms leading the chapter and serving as an intro to
patient assessment and triage.
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Todd’s response

This question of reference or teaching manual is one that plagues us precisely
because of what it means for organization and presentation of material. You
accurately note that what we’ve sent you is an (uncomfortable) mix of the two.

That’s because it does need to do both things, and work for those (and other)
groups. As we thought of it, we start with the evaluation/triage part first; then
the breathing and bleeding issues; then starting from the head and working down,
what one might find while examining the injured person. Obviously, as an or-
ganizing method it introduces some problems and doesn’t address others, but as
a way to bridge the function divide noted above, we thought it worked best. But
the whole point of sending this stuff out for comment is to find out if it really
does. We don’t consider “Back to the drawing board” as a failure, in fact, it’s a
step forward to usability and clarity.

3.4 “Back to the drawing board” with chapter emphasis

The new structure of the chapter, beginning with “Protect Yourelf,” initial
assessment, secondary assessment, and interventions for immediate life-threats,
is how first aid courses are taught in the US, UK, Australia, and Germany. Grace
feels like it works, but would like to see some of the older approach brought back
and hybridized with the new approach.

Teaching first aid

In teaching first aid and first response, Grace’s focus is more like the new
WTND’s first aid chapter than the old WTND’s first aid chapter. Safety and
initial and secondary assessment are absolutely central.

She begins by introducing the health worker’s role, scope, and structure for
self-organization in an incident. Then:

1. Establish and restore safety

• Scene assessment and safety

• Self care, buddy care, spreading calm

• Universal precautions (body substance isolation)

• Consent and refusal

2. Triage

3. Initial assessment for immediate life-threats (recognize, protect, get help)

4. Injuries: secondary assessment and first aid

5. Police tactics and weapons

6. Disability, difference, and dangerous illness

7. Weather and environment

8. Promoting community health

9. Peer support and aftercare
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For the purposes of national standard first aid courses, wilderness medicine
courses, and street medic training, we are training people who take on a role
in an incident response structure, and intend to be “first-on-scene” as often as
possible. This is so different from health promotion or primary health care that
when medical doctors want to work as street medics, we retrain them. How
often is a person geared up (at least with gloves on their person) and first-on-
scene in daily life? How often does she have to manage life-threats in the field
prior to definitive care when that is not her defined role?

Grace doesn’t expect it happens all that often – but the answer might be,
“more often than you expect, Grace.”

Downstream complications

Grace’s immediate beef with the new chapter is that she sees at least 10 people
with downstream complications of an injury to every person she sees soon after
the incident, and the old chapter matched her reality. Zoë agreed. Even in the
only trauma center in the Four Corners region (where she used to work), most
EMS/ER calls were for downstream things like fevers.

Zoë said that both in the Four Corners area and on Pine Ridge reservation,
she’s seen a trend of an increasing proportion of people presenting with advanced
problems because they avoided the available care. She described a patient who
represents this trend. He was a man at Rosebud Reservation who presented
with a septic knee. He had been cutting a tree with a chainsaw and slipped.
You could see his bursa through the avulsed flap. But he didn’t trust the Indian
Health Service hospital to get care and stitches, so ended up septic. Anne replied
to Zoë’s story that it’s not just on the reservation that that’s happening.

Instead of starting with the ABCs of lifesaving, the old version of the chap-
ter guided the health-worker into thinking in a clinical assessment kind of way,
starting with the common stuff you see downstream: fever, shock, loss of con-
sciousness, etc. Even later on, we’re looking at swollen lymph nodes, etc.

The first aid chapter in the new WTND retains a nod to the old school with
some stuff like the “bullet wounds” section. This section continues to be focused
on possibly more useful but definitely more second-aidy stuff like splinting and
infection control instead of more first-aidy measures like stopping a bleed from
a nicked big vessel with indirect pressure (in case there’s hot shrapnel hanging
around), sucking chest wound, or abdominal wound. True, most folks in crowds
get shot in arms and legs, but Grace is pretty sure most folks caught alone at
least have the thing aimed at weight centers, so we’re not necessarily talking
about frequency of injury as the guiding measure for what skills are included –
we’re talking about triage.

Cross-referencing to promote secondary assessment

“Loss of consciousness” does lots of heavy lifting at the top of the old chap-
ter. It has pictures, page references for building an index of suspicion, and an
assessment checklist. More entries need to get the CHW building an index of
suspicion and ruling out the unlikely and the improbable.

For an example from street-medic land: Somebody got clubbed by a cop.
Where? We working with head injury, collarbone injury, c-spine injury, abdom-
inal injury, forearm injury? You sure that’s the only place he got hit? Did he
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trip while he was running away? (Etc...)
Ok, so we’re worried about a series of tonfa-style baton blows to the ribs,

belly, and/or groin area. Expose! Look at it! Palpate it (with gloves). Those
bruises are as deep as they are wide...

What’s in there that might be involved? See the appropriate section. Monitor
for shock for a while (see the appropriate section). If he’s not going on to
definitive care, let him rest up and see how he’s doing with respect to shock
signs when he wakes up. Ask about his piss and shit. Is it coming out? Is it
bloody or is the shit black and tarry? (See the appropriate section...)

In developing secondary assessment questions that encourage critical think-
ing and tie the chapter together, Zoë wants you to emphasize clarifying between
early and late changing signs, specifically in reference to shock, hypothermia,
head injury and serious illness. She knows it is cloyingly picky, but many people
understand lists of s/s as a checklist and wait for them to be complete before
identifying the issue. This is the #1 mistake she has seen across new doctors,
nurses, medics, and civilians. Specific suggestions are included under “Head In-
juries” and “Abdomen Injuries and Wounds” in the next section of this report
(“Notes on the First Aid chapter”).

The old WTND taught the kind of deliberate, critical thinking that leads to
great health workers through the whole book, and it is often more important
than the prescriptive stuff. Somebody gave you the book, and if you kept good
assessment notes you could review cases with them by cellphone or the next
time you saw them. That’s a lot of how you become a better health worker!

Using WTND to learn health work

Grace started doing clinical care in the inner city out of an abandoned building
where she lived. Neighbors cleaned it up, replaced floors, put in a wood stove
for heat, painted walls, etc; and one room was aside as an underground clinic.
Grace had Wilderness First Responder training by that point and had apprenticed
in street medic wellness tent/first aid stations in a great variety of situations
for about a year. But when she opened her doors, she had only her books and
her phone. Her clientele was mostly housing-insecure black women who smoked
crack and rented apartments in abandoned buildings that ringed the housing
projects from local gangsters, and homeless white men who lived on the street and
in the urban woods. The homeless white guys presented pretty straightforward
stuff: injuries, scabies, infected toenails. The black women from up the Hill
threw some weird skin diseases and stuff at Grace that she hadn’t seen before.

She had WTND, a photocopy of the “Solving Health Problems” chapter of
Where Women Have No Doctor a really good old intro to nursing textbook and a
health and physical assessment book she looted out of an abandoned apartment;
she had her training, a buddy, a street medic network, and a referral network;
she had a good bit of useful and well-organized donated gear she knew how to
use; and she had a safe, comfortable, accessible location. What she could do
when she didn’t know what to do was a good assessment, collaborative problem-
solving, write up a soapnote, do something palliative and maybe more placebo
than not, and call someone in her network for help. With her assessment they
could puzzle out next steps together.

No it’s not ideal, and these women might have received better care at UPMC.
But they came to Grace, and came back. She met them where they were at,
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treated them with respect, never hurt anybody, and didn’t make anybody wait.
And over time she got really good at the stuff she saw all the time.

WTND and the nursing textbooks didn’t teach her how to get really good,
they taught her how to take the first step and they taught her how to think in
a certain way. That should never be lost.

Initial assessment

Back to the first-on-scene issue (“More often than you think, Grace?”), it seems
like first aid today often consists of filming something with your cellphone, be
it a bullying incident, a war atrocity, or a motor vehicle accident. Then we see
it on Youtube or Al Jazeera or something. But we can do better than this. The
problem is that the heart of first response is initial assessment. While the one-
page overview at the top of the chapter is really growing on Grace, for initial
assessment to work, it has to be in muscle-memory.

Grace likes Anne’s idea of sharing curriculum. While street medic tradition
dictates she only share her full street medic curriculum with co-trainers, she
might be able to share a 4-hour initial assessment training she wrote. It has been
incorporated into street medic training, but Grace originally taught a version of
it as a standalone outside soup kitchens and to injection drug users and people
who used bicycles as their primary means of transport. The knowledge was
retained for several years and subsequently used correctly in life-threatening
accidents including a bicycle/motor vehicle collision, a structure failure and fall
from a height through a floor with a serious thigh/groin laceration, a stabbing,
and lots of hypnotic and opiate overdoses.

Initial assessment is very difficult to learn, possibly impossible to learn from
a book, and useless when it is in a book in an actual emergency and the book’s
user has not practiced it before. It becomes useful only when it becomes muscle
memory.

Grace believes, based on her experience as a first-aider and instructor, that it
is very rare for someone to arrive early enough to do something about immediate
life-threats unless she is a member of a trained on-call emergency response
system. Probably everyone will happen upon a motor vehicle accident, a choking
incident, a life-threatening bleed, or a heart-attack during that golden moment
when she is able to affect the outcome of the situation a few times in the course
of a life-time, but it is much more common to see problems way downstream
when they present as fever, shock, loss of consciousness, etc., which are the
front-and-center topics of the old WTND.

What you can learn out of a book

A person can learn out of a book to don gloves, be kind, spread calm, create
privacy, mobilize more skilled help, overcome obstacles to care, and advocate for
someone. These principles are just as useful in the more common downstream
first-aid as in the big three of airway, breathing, and circulation emergencies.

It sucks that first aid training is declining throughout the world, but it
cannot be saved with a book. It requires a curriculum and hands-on training
with realistic scenarios to get good at emergent care in the field.

This might be redundant, but let Grace stretch a face over her strong opin-
ions:
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Tom was shot through the head by a sniper in Ramallah. The streets were
deserted while the shots were fired from the corkscrew tower. Not long afterward,
dozens of people crowded the street, trying to load him onto or into a car, cram
in the car around him, yell at the tower, look at him, etc. One of the most
useful skills was controlling the scene. Another was being his unresponsive self’s
buddy and explaining everything to him. Then we kind of run out of things
to do. Keep him breathing? I mean, shit, that took a ventilator at that point.
A CHW or other informed layperson could furthermore ride with him to the
checkpoints and advocate for him, stay with him in the hospital, communicate
with his family about difficult end-of-life decisions, and run interference with the
various authorities. Alice did all that.

Dolande’s school fell on her in Port-au-Prince. She was extracted by un-
trained search-and-rescue personnel from a nearby neighborhood. Splinting and
C-Spine are useful skills here, as is nursing management of wounds (which she
got, and so was spared the amputations that many of her fellow citizens ac-
quired). But she also needed to be found, safely extracted, reunited with her
family, treated as a human being by a health worker who spoke her language,
given a private place for treatment of her wounds, invited to dream and hope,
and to join with her nurse/CHW in unselfconscious laughter. Other than the
search and rescue stuff, I don’t believe any of this is more or less first aid than
any of the rest of it. Dolande was blessed to have it all, thanks to Sophie.

Street medic training (within Grace’s and Roger’s traditions) involves four
hours of teaching before introducing any kind of patient assessment or injury
treatment first aid intervention, because many of the most important things a
first aider does are not narrowly clinical.

Grace’s content recommendations

Back to the chorus: what a book is most useful for is:

• The groundwork of community health work (ie “words to the village health
worker”)

• Non-emergency first aid and downstream second aid, because in these
situations the health worker has time to look up conditions in a book,
collaboratively plan and carry out care with alert and oriented patients,
and work collaboratively with other health workers (i.e., do an assessment,
work up an index of suspicion and a provisional plan, then call a more
experienced health worker with a cell phone and ask if it all sounds right
before proceeding).

Grace feels like the old WTND placed the chapter well in this window. Of
course it needed work, and she thinks the new chapter does significantly improve
on the old chapter.

The question arises: if the chapter doesn’t strongly emphasize initial as-
sessment and an abstract secondary assessment, what should it emphasize from
page 1? How about:

• Protect yourself (as it does)

• Protect your buddy (work with one whenever you can in emergencies)
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• Protect the uninjured from meeting the same fate as the injured

• Protect the patient from further injury and decide if he needs more help
than you can provide. This includes protecting the patient from harm
you might cause (calm, comfort, reassure; know your limits, know your
resources, know your back-up)

• Do the best damn assessment you can

• Be nice and do no harm.

It is Grace’s very strong opinion that anyone being trained to do ABC-
level interventions in environments where this level of life-threat is an actual
likelihood and where definitive care or relief may be more than 3 hours away
must learn a little bit about death before somebody dies on them. Even if you
grew up watching people die, it’s different when you got your gloves on and your
training in your muscles and you’re gonna keep her going and you can’t.

It’s not a personal failure. Death happens. First aiders can make it less
terrifying, more dignified, less alone, less painful, more meaningful. But we have
to see beyond our interventions, allow ourselves to be there with the patient and
midwife the death, and then use tools to let go and not follow the patient to
our own accidental or intentional death (as too many of us do).

Anne’s approach to the medication section

Anne’s concern with the medication section isn’t the availability or overuse of
antibiotics so much as the inadequacy of the information. It seems to bounce
back and forth between very technical (and irrelevant) details and very crude
generalizations.

On one page it mentions that carbamate pesticides require less atropine
than organophosphates. Given that pesticide labelling is sketchy in the best of
circumstances, and that the dose of atropine is, basically, “until it works” this
seems to be a specious and confusing datum. On the other hand, the description
of valium as an “anti-anxiety” drug says nothing about anxiety, and very little
about seizures. For instance – it doesn’t mention that valium is generally only
available as a pill, and that if you give a pill to someone having a seizure,
bad stuff happens (okay, it does say “put it in the anus” but this isn’t a good
description either). The only opiates listed are codeine and morphine, there are
no second- or third-generation antihistamines, and TMP-SMX (the only thing,
besides Vancomycin and the penems, that can treat MRSA) is missing despite
being a fairly old, common, and safe drug.

There are also a number of problems Anne can’t evaluate. For instance,
the dosing information is very technical – milligrams, milliliters, milligrams per
kilogram, and its all measured in hours. Is there, as there once was, a separate
chapter on what all that stuff means? Furthermore, is there a better way to
explain dosing? Misreading units is an extremely common source of medical
error by professional nurses and doctors, can we expect poorly trained village
health people, homesick, lonely, and panicked by a medical emergency dumped
on their doorstep, to do better? That’s what Werner did so well, right? He
made medicine into something pictographic and easy. This just makes it seem
easier.
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By the way, the answer for gunshot wounds, according to the US military,
seems to be “holy shit, what?” There’s an epidemic of acinetobacter infections
in battle trauma causes, which are nasty and resistant to just about everything,
and then there’s the added problem of specific antibiotic resistance in our old
friends strep, staph, e.coli, etc. So far, the best “all around” treatment seems
to be the penems (which don’t touch staph) but they’re expensive ($40/dose)
and have nasty neurological side effects. As if that wasn’t bad enough, penem-
resistant Enterobacter and Klebsiella have been cropping up in such desolate
backwaters as. . . Greece and New Delhi (which is not a desolate backwater ei-
ther despite being in one of those countries people assume is all cow dung and
nakedness). So if Anne was sitting on a huge supply of meds and sterile needles,
She’d use Imipenem/Cilastatin plus tetracycline for staph coverage, but if she
was sitting on a huge supply of meds and sterile needles, she hopes she’d have
more information at hand than WTND!

Anne made line-by-line suggestions in the appropriate section of this report,
but further expert review of the section is necessary to get it up to par.

3.5 Education for critical consciousness

Running as a constant subtext through our conversation, and taken for granted
but rarely explicitly addressed, was the profoundly political nature of first aid
as well as its profound inadequacy. Anne pointed out how Werner in some ways
built the first edition of WTND around his anguish and anger at the universality
of childhood dehydration deaths and at the snake-oil sales and vultures that
surround those deaths. Werner fought “witch-doctors,” overuse and misuse
of medications, ridiculous fees, inequitable distribution of land, poor nutrition,
contaminated water, and drunkenness in the pages of WTND so that he wouldn’t
have to see all those kids get quiet and then die what Paul Farmer called “stupid
deaths.”

Sometimes it seems like child survival was all that survived from the old
Health For All dream, and all these decades later, the inadequacy of the child
survival approach is clear. Beyond child survival is something else, which Hespe-
rian has been exploring: survival and quality of life for disabled village children,
women, perinatal women and their infants, workers, people with AIDS. Now
that we’re returning to WTND, there’s a lot of conversations to integrate, even
as disparities have deepened and the opposite of land reform – slum urbanization
– has changed the face of the global poor.

Our point is that these conversations belong in the first aid chapter just as
much as any other chapter. Structural violence is reflected in who gets hurt,
how bad, what kind of emergency medicine is available, and who dies. One of
WTND’s jobs is to keep reminding those of us disadvantaged by the various
flavors of oppression of these truths that are so obvious and everpresent, so
that treatment (even first-aid treatment) can serve as a door to asking “But
Why?” and gaining the courage to work on prevention.

Three ways Hesperian publications do this well:

1. A picture can be used to highlight inequity, show how it is constructed, or
challenge internalized oppression. Two of Grace’s favorites are in Helping
Health Workers Learn. In one, the health authorities discuss the skinny,
sick peasant and his disgusting habits while they all engage in everything
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they recommend against. In the other, a nurse gives a nutrition talk
to three parents: one who can’t understand, one who can’t afford the
food, and one who doesn’t like how the recommended food tastes. These
cartoons that lampoon the “authorities” help challenge victim-blaming,
for which emergency medicine health workers are notorious. We could
discuss and dream up a similar comic for the first aid chapter.

2. The short inspirational stories in Where Women Have No Doctor about
communities overcoming an obstacle, and the “Working for Change” sub-
sections of that book. We tried to put stories in this report for this reason,
and most streetmedic trainers teach as we were taught through stories and
hands-on practice scenarios followed by discussion. Stories help us learn
how others have stood together to change the conditions that lead to things
like house-fires, structure collapses, rapes, gun violence, falls, abscesses,
and overdoses.

3. Critical thinking stories of the “But Why?” variety. Nurse/street medic
Mo spread the Lazy Medic’s Code, which is widely known by street medics:
“If we can prevent it, I won’t have to treat it.” We see conditions that
will lead to injury, and we see patterns in how people treat each other
that will result in injury. For instance, Grace told this story at a training
in May 2012, based on risk factors gathered from the pre-NATO Chicago
protester culture:

• There is an organizer culture that demands self-sacrifice and doesn’t
respect difference. Nobody organized housing to support organizers.
Joan has been doing media and logistics for six weeks straight. She is
over committed and couch surfing around town. She keeps losing stuff
and feeling like a fuck-up when she has to face community partners
with what she feels is sloppy work. She starts getting arrested more
often, and gets a cold. She pushes herself, blames the police, loses
her phone. At the action the next day she twists her ankle, gets a
head injury from a police baton, is arrested, and is hospitalized.

• Why, concretely, did Joan end up in the hospital? Use “But Why?” game
to investigate cascade. Where in the cascade can we as medics sup-
port Joan? How? Can we intervene at a structural level to build a
culture of greater care?

• The pieces of the cascade differ depending on the situation. In
protests, definitely think about stress, weather, bullying and intim-
idation, sexual assault, substance abuse, basic needs stuff like food,
water, and shelter, the quality of the food and shelter, and disease
transmission routes (food table, no handwashing, mass sleeping quar-
ters, etc).

Let us know if there is any way we can help develop a story or a picture to add
to the chapter. One would be plenty.

The reason Grace is emphasizing this so heavily is because of the terrible
inadequacy of first aid. Street medic tradition classifies first aid as a type
of community self-defense. In the old Panther language of “survival pending
revolution,” all we can do is a little bit of the survival part during the daily
grind and uprisings. Those with a wide and smooth road beside a large and
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well-staffed hospital who are closely attended by police and emergency medical
services have less to trip on and less consequences from tripping than those who
must sleep in shifts clinging to each other on the unstable cliffsides of disparity.
Peoples’ first aid can do better than nothing when the people inevitably fall and
are injured, but only work on the cliff itself is adequate for the majority of our
patients and friends, who we see fall again and again and again.1

Zoë feels like the importance of prevention almost gets lost in some of the
other story telling in this expert review, and that’s what she really wants to read
about in WTND. She loves that we talk about structural violence, but feels it
gets lost. She would almost like to see this broken down to painful simplicity:

Structural prevention belongs in all first aid curricula

Prevention leads providers to ask the question, “What causes illness or injury?”
and also “Who is getting this illness or injury?” At first, the answers may be
short-sighted (i.e. malnutrition is caused by a lack of food, these car accidents
are caused by driving on the roads late at night). However, when a provider
sits with her hands on patients and is forced to ask those questions of each
individual that she touches, patterns emerge. We notice that patients from the
same places are affected by the same conditions. We find that they are made
vulnerable to their conditions as both a byproduct of systems of power and
inequality and as a mechanism to uphold a system of power.

3.6 Finding further information

Everybody has a cellphone now. No house, no protected water source, no right
to sit or lay on a public sidewalk, but a cellphone. Lots of people look up
information on their cellphones, for themselves, or for their friends who have a
text-only plan. Grace thinks it is increasingly important for health books, even
long-enduring books like Hesperian’s offerings, to point their readers to reliable
online or print information for further study.

Of course, the best information is acquired in a hands-on course. In addition
to that, in English, here’s a few resources Grace likes that are relevant to this
chapter:

• Buck Tilton’s Backcountry First Aid and Extended Care (4th edition 2002,
5th edition 2007). It’s a tiny little 4.25x5.5 inch, 120 page illustrated book
that has most of what you’d want to know. It retails new for under $6 in
the US and often goes for $1 used.

• Buttaravoli & Stair’s Common Simple Emergencies is a standard textbook
with good illustrations that you can get in the US for $10-$15 used, but the
cool part is you can get it online from the National Center for Emergency
Medicine Informatics for free: http://www.ncemi.org/cse/contents.

htm. They’ve hosted it for over 10 years, so it will probably still be online
tomorrow.

1We know this isn’t new to y’all: it’s your bread and butter. It is practical and explicit
in “Solving Health Problems” in WWHND, and lyrical and personal in the story of Chelo
and Raul in HHWL. We are just saying that we must also address prevention and ways to
overcome structural violence from the unique perspective of first aid.
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• Of course, Médecins Sans Frontières’ Essential Drugs and Clinical Guide-
lines (http://www.refbooks.msf.org/MSF_Docs/En/MSFdocMenu_en.htm).

• And here’s two street medic projects. Incredibly imperfect, but things take
a long time to change: http://m4t.wikidot.com/ and http://medic.

wikia.com/. The second one has been online for 6 years now, so good
chance it will still be up tomorrow.

One of the pitfalls of many health books is this sense they promote that you
have to read for a lifetime before you can do anything. It’s not a bad idea to
tuck recommended reading way back in the back with the address for TALC
and where to get the book in Arabic to challenge that bullshit and keep up the
empowering can-do spirit of WTND.
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4 Notes on the First Aid chapter

First Aid General

“They” is confusing when used as a third-person singular pronoun. Use “the
person,” “he,” or “she,” or you may have readers with low English literacy
looking for a crowd where there is only one patient.

Grace misses the old WTND’s use of fever, shock, and loss of consciousness
to guide the reader into thorough secondary assessment and critical thought.

Mechanism of injury isn’t considered much at all. We would slap that in
every section we could. Serious accidents cause serious injuries. That’s your
first indication of what is needed.

It probably wouldn’t hurt to mention pelvic injuries. They kill a lot of
people, especially with the abundance of MVAs and autopeds.

We recommend a sidebar differentiating the meanings of shock and legit-
imizing incident stress (traumatic reaction to injury or blood) early on in the
chapter:

What is “shock?”

The word “shock” has two meanings. Sometimes, when people are very fright-
ened or surprised, or in a great deal of pain, and act in a way that seems strange
to others, we say they “are in shock.” This happens in emergencies, and the
appropriate treatment is to manage the problem, provide a calm environment
and encourage the person to talk about what has happened to them.

When medical people say “shock” they often mean something else – the
sequence of organ failures that happens when the body is unable to use the blood
to circulate oxygen and nutrients to the tissues. This can happen because a
person has bled out a large quantity (half-liter or more) of blood (see bleeding),
or because they are unable to get enough oxygen to their blood from their lungs
(see breathing emergencies), or because their heart is no longer able to make
the blood move. This kind of shock can be deadly, and requires immediate
transport to advanced medical care!

First two pages

The first 2 pages need pictures. It is an overwhelming abount of info, so will
just get skipped by many readers.

On page 1, where’s the iconic deep breath? The dangers of a scene being
controlled? The calm, comfort and reassurance? Grace spent a lot of this report
saying you should write about those things, because she kept forgetting they
were right there, at the top, hidden in a picture-less wall of text!

Page 2: The layout of the pages on skin diseases in the old WTND was
a way to navigate the picture-needing wall of text dilemma for your Ask Look
Feel survey.

On page 2, there should be some note about how people also become confused
because of intoxication. This page should have a little more illustration for
focused assessment.
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Breathing

Page 3 (choking): American Red Cross currently teaches lay responders to
bend patients over from the waist for back blows, not do back blows standing
up. We think this is appropriate to add.

Page 5 (drowning): The pictures don’t match the text exactly, and could
cause confusion. Simple tweaking would fix this.

Bleeding

Page 7: In the bleeding section, something about how much of a mess a very
small amount of blood can make. A tablespoon, splashed from standing height,
can look like an abattoir!

We would add tobacco as another no-no for attempting to stop major bleed-
ing. It gets used a lot on the rez, since that’s what is used for ceremonial
bleeding.

Put the danger signs in order of how they appear (rapid heart rate and
respiratory rate, confusion, skin). Many people get hung up on skin signs, and
those are not an early changer.

Shock

Page 9: Again, order signs and symptoms in the order that they occur. Fear
and restlessness usually kick in well before skin makes a distinctive change.

Also, Zoë knows this is the “I’ve worked in a first world trauma center and
the OR is our great savior” side of her speaking, but she wonders if you should
specify that trauma patients typically should not be drinking. Even if anesthesia
is not in the immediate picture, beverages may only encourage leaky organs.

Caring for Wounds

Page 10, #2: Zoë writes that topical lidocaine can be just as effective for
cleaning wounds as injected lidocaine. Even if you don’t have viscous lido, you
can crack a vial of injectable lido and dab on using gauze. This is nice when
needles are not available or accessible, or when the wounds are large (this was
the remedy of choice for bad road rash in the ED).

Page 11: Grace and Zoë both learned to never close an animal bite or stab
wound. Since these subjects come right after wound closure, you may want to
check and clarify.

Deep wounds

Pages 13-14: Gunshot can cause open chest wound. Should point to p. 20 like
knife wound does (“For a knife wound to the chest, see page 20. For a knife
wound to the belly, see page 21”).

Infection and sepsis

Page 15: Guess what we’re going to say about s/s? Put them in the order they
appear.
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There’s a reference back to pp. 10–12 on how to open an abscess; but this is
not taught on those pages, and is a little sketchy without further explanation.
Abscesses are a tricky subject. In Zoë’s experience, they really do best if brought
to a head and drained. If you do I&D them, you have to wash them real well, and
a little packing keeps them debrided. She doesn’t know that advising abscess
I&D on a septic patient is doing them any favors. . . Then again, she is working
with the harm reduction drop-in center in Denver right now and finds herself
relatively obsessed with abscesses at the moment.

The heavy breathing pic is a great intuitive representation of sepsis, but
Grace misses the very useful lymph node map from the old WTND – she found
it pretty useful with students; it made something “click” in their heads about
how parts of the body related to each other, and helped develop their clinical
reasoning.

Also, sepsis often shuts down the ability to become febrile.

Spine and Neck Injuries

On Page 17, referencing C-spine rolls, there is no mention of C-spine control
being done by the headholder (the picture shows this, but the text does not
reflect it).

Head Injuries

Page 18: There is a lack of emphasis on how intoxication can mask or mimic
signs of head trauma. This should be made clearer.

Pupils are typically a late changing sign, or asymmetry is hard to detect.
Differentiate between early and late signs.

Signs of serious head injury

Early signs and changes: unconsciousness, nausea and vomiting, obvious wounds
to the head, confusion, mechanism of injury (How did the person get hurt? Is
it likely to be severe?)

Later signs and changes: hallucinations and agitation, change in pupil size,
irregular breathing, irregular (very slow or very fast) heart rate

That way, people don’t sit and wait for their patients’ brain bleeds to advance
before seeking help.

Abdomen Injuries and Wounds

On Page 21, there should be more explanation or an illustration about stabi-
lizing embedded objects.

Belly injuries often bleed a lot before they cause noticable distension, partic-
ularly if a patient is not incredibly thin. Zoë has been told by many a surgeon
that it takes about a liter of blood loss for many people to have the distension
that we all look for in our exams.

Also, by the time the person’s blood pressure and skin change, they are on
the verge of decompensation. Mixing these symptoms in with early changes
– such as heart rate, pain (which oddly isn’t mentioned in the symptoms?),
nausea, confusion/panic – implies they all happen at the same time and may
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cause a provider to wait to get help (or if help isn’t possible, be really surprised
when their patient suddenly starts dying). Pain and confusion are Zoë’s go-to
s/s.

Rape

Page 30: Grace is glad rape is in First Aid, because it’s a place where people will
look for it. Also, it is definitely a place where those non-treatment elements of
first aid are just as essential as in any other scary, fucked up, numb, or horrifically
normal situations where first aid is required. Again and again, whether it was a
little scrape or a 10-meter fall to concrete, she believes dignity is primary. Good
job.

Zoë writes that the rape section is mighty gendered and does not touch on
s/s for children. She would call it Rape and Sexual Assault.

These are things that she thought were missing that could be added or
elongated in the section:

Definition

Sexual assault is a term referring to any unwanted sexual contact on a person
that can cause physical and emotional injuries. Sexual assault can include forced
sex (rape), inserting foreign objects into someone’s body or unwanted touching.
Men, women and children can all be victims of sexual assault.

Cultural issues

• In some areas, sexual assault occurs between friends, family and acquain-
tances. In others, it is more common to occur between strangers.

• People more vulnerable to sexual assault are those with the least amount
of protection in all areas of their lives, such as the very poor, homeless,
cultural minorities, refugees, and other vulnerable individuals.

• Shame is a very common barrier between care providers and patients.
Many women and men cannot discuss what has happened to them or how
they are feeling for fear of shame, rejection and retaliation.

Male survivor invisibility

George recently immigrated to the United States from a refugee camp in Africa.
Shortly after George settled into his new home, he came to a clinic complaining
of low abdominal and genital pain, as well as difficulty urinating. The medical
staff performed tests and the results did not indicate any issues with his bladder,
or signs that he was retaining urine. They sent him home with a urinal and
had him document how much he was drinking and eliminating very carefully.
This test also came back normal. George became very distressed and talked about
leaving the United States because he could not get help. Then, George’s brother
called into the clinic where he was being seen and said that George was detained
by soldiers in Africa for several days, and was frequently visited by them in the
camp. George’s brother feared he had been harmed then. When George’s nurse
asked him about this, he revealed that he had been sexually abused by the soldiers
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and felt very ashamed. He thought something was broken or wrong with his body
after the abuse.

Children

We would consult the doctors for information on recommendations for perineal
and anal wounds. Zoë only knows how to care for them in a first world trauma
center.

Cecelia was normally a very happy four-year-old. She was a fast learner and
had many friends at school. After her grandmother died, Cecilia’s mother had
to send her to a neighbor’s home while she worked. Cecilia was very unhappy
with this from the start. Cecelia stopped wanting to see her friends or go out in
the neighborhood. She would grow very upset when her mom tried to undress her
or help her bathe. Her mother thought she was still grieving her grandmother
and adjusting to the new situation. However, when Cecelia – who had been potty
trained for over a year – started wetting the bed, her mother knew that there was
a bigger problem. She took Cecelia to the doctor where they discovered she was
being abused by one of the older children at the neighbor’s home.

Signs a young child is being abused:

• Advanced sexual knowledge: Abused children are often aware of sexual
interactions that they have not received education about, such as talking
about sex or having their toys depict sex. They may interact with their
toys or other children in a sexual way.

• Physical issues: Children may show injuries to their genitals or anus. They
also may have issues with urination or bowel function without any other
explanation. They may complain of pain, itchiness or discomfort in the
genital area with no injury or illness.

• Behavioral issues: These are the most recognizable signs of abuse in young
children. Sleep disturbances, acting younger than their age, sudden be-
havioral changes, fear of strangers or loneliness, obsessive behaviors and
running away are all signs a child is being harmed.

Signs an older child is being abused:

• Speaking of abuse: Often times, when children state they are being abused,
this is true. It is important to believe children.

• Sexual behaviors: Older children often cope with sexual assault by becom-
ing more sexual overall. This is often a vague sign, but sudden changes in
a child’s sexual understanding and growth can be a sign that they have
been abused.

• Behavioral issues: Self harm, suicidal feelings, fear of people of a spe-
cific gender or a specific person, cruelty to animals or other children, and
refusing to eat can all be signs of sexual abuse.

One of the greatest signs that a child is being harmed is a sudden change in
behavior without other explanation.

Three types of problems may be found in children of all ages:

• problems relating to peers,
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• school difficulties, and

• sudden noticeable changes in behavior.

Disclosures

Talking about abuse can be incredibly difficult. Often times, survivors of sex-
ual assault will only share their full story and how they are truly feeling once.
An emergency provider should never pressure a survivor to tell their full story.
Emergency responders should especially avoid urging disclosure in order to en-
sure that the patient can share this information with the providers that they
will be seeing on a longer term basis. This will help the survivor trust their
long-term providers and prevents them from having to relive the experience as
much as possible.

Burns

Page 31: Hypothermia among severe burn patients is another life threat, even
in hot climates.

The biggest predictor of survival and full recovery from life-threatening burn
injury has nothing to do with the care rendered, but depends instead on the
presence or absence of social support. We’re back to the groundwork of com-
munity health work in healing without medicines, but with compassion.

Page 32: Honey is an antibiotic ointment, and is appropriate for use on
burns of any degree (aloe is only for superficial and some partial-thickness
burns). So anywhere it says “apply antibiotic ointment” it can say “use honey
or antibiotic ointment,” even though you name-checked honey at the top. This
opens up options.

There’s some really cool papers Grace found through MedLine during the
Oaxaca teacher’s uprising about clinical trials of burn dressings at a network of
clinics in India. Imported Telfa non-adherent dressings were the most expensive
and caused the most pain on healing (they stuck to the suppurating wound the
most), boiled potato-skins were the most labor-intensive but were cheap and
caused less pain on burn healing than Telfa dressings, and banana leaves were
the cheapest, easiest, and never adhered to a wound. Grace was all about the
honey and banana leaves after reading that paper (although after her move to
Chicago, she’s been cut off from access to banana trees).

Police Weapons

Page 35:
#2: A wet bandana gives protection but a vinegar-soaked bandana can

exacerbate breathing problems. Street medics recommend apple cider vinegar
or lemon juice instead of straight vinegar. Even apple cider vinegar or lemon
juice directly against the nose and mouth can be harsh; a dust or surgical mask
or an additional dry bandana should be worn directly against the mouth and
nose, under the soaked one. If neither of these is available, only use water-soaked
bandanas.

LAW-soaked bandanas have been cropping up in Greece – maybe it helps,
maybe it makes it harder to breathe through the bandana, but it sure costs a
lot more than a water-soaked bandana!
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#3: Add “(See page 34)”.
#4: Do not remove clothes with chem weapons on them until you are com-

pletely done with any action which might expose you to police violence. Con-
taminated clothes are contaminated; it is better to continue wearing them until
you are in a safe place where you will not be re exposed. Text as it stands implies
one should shed clothes immediately; bad idea, bare skin is much more likely
to be harmed by repeated exposure than by being covered with contaminated
clothing.

#5: This is a very short explanation of MOFIBA: MOFIBA can do more
harm than good if not done properly. We advocate removing any reference to it
entirely from WTND. It is something that must be taught and practiced under
supervision, and should not be in a manual. Street medics no longer teach it
in the US for a variety of reasons, including that it is not do-no-harm and that
evidence suggests it may be less effective against formulations of riot agents in
current deployment.2

LAW text box: LAW in the mouth should be swished and spit out, not
swallowed.

Contrary to text, LAW on skin is often relieving for burning sensation from
riot agents, and can be applied after eyesight is restored and respiratory function
assured. LAW will wash chemical agents into eyes, nose, or mouth if care is not
used, especially if it is applied to the forehead.

Milk, Coca-Cola, or Pepsi-Cola can also be used to relieve burning caused by
riot agents. In fact, milk (and/or casein isolated from milk) seems to be the most
effective treatment according to trials run by Black Cross Health Collective.
Antacid, milk, and colas are probably useful because they contain or mainly
consist of buffers.3 Riot agents can be either alkaline or acidic, and any buffer
will provide relief from irritation, pain, and distress. This is why in Tahrir
Square Coca-Cola was used for eye and face flushes, with much reported success.

Milk is relatively expensive and goes rancid. Colas have inflammatory sug-
ars and artificial sweeteners. Both make a mess on people’s skin and clothes
and attract flies, stinging insects, and other vermin. Milk, of course, is also a
dangerous allergen, and during decontam you don’t often get straight answers
about allergies. For all these reasons, many street medics use only water for
eyeflushes, and liquid antacid wash for secondary treatment of riot agents.

Roger was not sure how to work this cogently and shortly into this section,
but he thinks a very short mention of WHY Coca-Cola and milk help relieve
tearing, itching, and pain caused by pepper spray and tear gas, and why water
is a better option, would be appropriate.

Water does not need to be sterile, but should be clean. Tap water or bottled
water are fine choices in the United States. Lots of particulate matter, certain
chemical contaminants, or high counts of some bacteria in water that make it
unwise to drink may also cause conjunctivitis when used for eyeflush.

Page 36: “A strong dose of group solidarity is recommended.” Say what?
What does that even mean? I’m bleeding from a fractured liver (capsular rup-
ture) from a rubber bullet – glad to hear you’re right there with me, but maybe
there could be a suggestion to read your internal bleeding discussion?

2Ann Hirschman developed the MOFIBA protocol in the late 1960s and we taught it until
about 2005.

3Buffers are chemicals or compounds which neutralize both acids and bases (neutralized
acids or bases do not react with human or other animal tissues).
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The statement about group solidarity should be expanded at least to a short
paragraph about how patients with injuries or emergent illnesses due to police
violence need support, kindness, restoration of power, and aftercare. Solidarity
along the lines of what we do at jail support could probably be worked into a
short paragraph. Something along these lines:

“Those subject to police or military violence in the pursuit of their rights need
to know that they have the support and care of a community. They will need
friends and family members to talk to after their treatment, but they also must
know their legal rights (if any), their pursuit of redress, and their opportunities
for continued involvement in the political struggle. First aiders treating those in-
jured in political action must meet these needs, as they will impact their patients’
recovery and continued involvement in the realization of their desires. Commu-
nity health workers must talk to leaders and coordinators of the political action
in which their patients were injured or otherwise afflicted, and communicate to
their patients their options and abilities to control their outcomes. Realization
of one’s injuries or emergent illnesses in the context of a larger social struggle
has great impact upon recovery and return to health.”

Roger admits that’s awkward, but it’s a shot in the right direction. Like
Woody Guthrie is singin’ in his ear right now, “There’s a better world a-comin’,
don’t you see?”

Here’s Grace’s thoughts on police tactics and weapons, based in large part
on work she has done with Roger:

Police and jail

Police injure people in ways you already know how to deal with. What is dif-
ferent is their intent. Police weapons are meant to spread fear and compliance
to targeted people, in order to make them disperse or to contain them. When
police action is prolonged, police apply chronic, sometimes unpredictable ha-
rassment in order to “wear down” the people. They expect that worn down
people will escalate (and be contained) or give up (and disperse).

Community health workers help people resist police tactics so that they may
make their own non-compliant choice to continue to stand up to police tactics
or to voluntarily evacuate without fear.

If a person is captured and held in police custody, her friends can do much
good by maintaining vigil outside the place where she is held (if this is known),
alerting the press, and meeting her when she is released or as soon after her
release as possible. Sometimes pressure can be applied to the holding facility to
allow a doctor or human rights worker in to visit her if she is on hunger strike
or you believe her human rights are being violated.

When meeting a person who is being released from a holding facility, your
primary concern should be her feelings. Bring her food she likes to eat, cigarettes
if she smokes, and calming herbal tea to drink. If it is appropriate, hug her (but
never without her permission). Let her use your cellphone to make calls. Help
her figure out where she’s going to sleep that night and how she’s going to get
there. Remind her not to lose her paperwork and to be sure to show up for
court.

In the streets and after release, your job is to restore a sense of safety to a
person who may feel scared, angry, or dehumanized by the tactics used against
her. This is true no matter how badly she is injured.
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Crowds

When people are gathered in a large crowd, the police can use the crowd to hurt
the people. By pushing the crowd with barricades or making the crowd run,
they can cause people to be trampled, panic, or get angry and fight each other.
Crowds that panic or run also lead to twisted ankles, exacerbation of asthma or
heart conditions. People who try to hold the police back are often injured on
their hands, fingers, arms, shoulders, faces, or heads.

When the police make the crowd into a dangerous environment, you and your
buddy should always look for openings, be sure not to be caught in small spaces,
and do not get into fights with other people in the crowd. You can prevent
injuries by starting a chant of “Walk, walk, walk,” if people are running, and
find places to safely shelter from danger. Just as panic easily spreads through
a crowd, you can also spread calm through a crowd. While one buddy stands
tall and looks for dangers, the other buddy can look low between the legs of the
crowd for anyone who may have fallen who needs assistance.

When caring for an injured person, one buddy can enlist members of the
crowd to keep the rest of the crowd back or to create an opening for an ambu-
lance while the other buddy does first aid.

When crowds are gathered for long periods of time, people often forget to
drink water, eat food, or piss. People sometimes do not sleep enough and drink
lots of coffee to stay awake, do not attend to injuries such as foot blisters or
illnesses such as colds, and are often unprepared for the weather. You can help
make it safer for people to come and go from the crowd, or for resources such as
resting or sleeping areas, drinking water, water for washing hands, protection
from dangerous weather such as tents, and food to enter the crowd and be
available to the people.

People are safer in crowds when they go with a buddy or in a small group
of several buddies.

In your home

Sometimes police tactics threaten the people in their homes. The police may be
searching for someone, or may be applying chronic, unpredictable harassment
in order to “wear down” the people. This can be very frightening. Water, good
food, prayer, laughter, sleep, and opportunities to express anger or grief and
celebrate victories are essential. These things are more possible when you are
not alone. You are also much safer when you are not alone. Revolutionaries in
Tunisia4 made these recommendations for safety in your home:

Unite with people in your neighborhood. Each neighborhood should act as
a group, but must always be ready to assist others in the area. Be on guard
with as many people as possible. Ask trustworthy members of the army to help
reinforce your groups by adding soldiers to each of them – or keep in contact
with one of your members designated for the purpose. Tell others what you
are doing and share your intentions with them – organize and maintain contact
with other neighborhoods.

4This subsection is a heavily edited translation from the Tunisian with some elements of
paraphrase. Feel free to edit it further if you choose to use any of it. Grace posted the full
document in French at: http://m4t.wikidot.com/contrib:fr-hs-safety and an internation-
alized edit in English at: http://m4t.wikidot.com/contrib:en-hs-safety.
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Remain calm and focused. Remember to eat and sleep when you need to.
Have a plan for your family’s safety! A meeting place and some sort of escape
route should be prepared in case of emergency. Do not let children outside
unless you are certain that it is safe, and do not let children leave your sight
at any point. Stay away from gunfire and sounds of violence. Investigate indi-
rectly when possible; ask around for information rather than trying to acquire
it yourself.

Be prepared to communicate in an emergency. Make noise to alert neighbors
to threats. Be sure the neighbors understand what such noises indicate. Fire-
works might be confused with gunfire by persons not accustomed to the sound
of a gun. Whistle or use a loud instrument to communicate. Make sure your
cellphone battery is charged and you have call credits. Trade contact numbers
with other groups like yours so that you may support each other with informa-
tion and protection. Always have emergency phone numbers on hand. Everyone
must know what to do in case of problems and where to go (nearest hospital,
home of a relative, etc).

Handcuffs and other restraints

If you are detained by police, you can advocate for people in jail or help them
with health problems. You can also continue spreading calm in jail with prayer,
storytelling, jokes and laughter, singing together, and teaching each other new
skills.

One of the most common injuries related to arrest is injuries caused by
handcuffs or restraints. The cuffs may be applied tightly enough to cut off
circulation in the hand and/or press on the superficial radial nerve and damage
it. Swelling of tissues (from blood trapped in the hand) can also compress the
nerve. The superficial radial nerve controls no muscles, so damage won’t cause
loss of function.

When a person is injured by handcuffs, the pain or numbness in his hands
can remind him of arrest or jail. You can help him by determining whether he
will heal unassisted or needs further help, educating him about how long healing
should take if he will heal unassisted, and accompanying him to further help if
it is needed.

• If pain or numbness goes away within several minutes of cuff removal, the
problem was probably blood trapped in the hand, and needs no further
help

• If the wrist feels bruised but there is no sharp pain in the wrist and the
fingers are not numb or painful, the problem is probably bruising, which
will heal within days or weeks and needs no further help

• If there is altered sensation (some numbness, tingling, or pain when touched)
over the back of the thumb and first 1 or 2 fingers, the problem is probably
damage to the superficial radial nerve, and will heal at about 2 cm per
month (if you have a 4 cm area of altered sensation due to handcuff injury,
it should take about 2 months for the nerve to repair itself)

• If there is any weakness in the hand, total numbness, numbness in the pad
of the thumb or the forearm, or any bony tenderness, the injured person
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may need physical therapy, surgery, or an X-ray.5

Other injuries

Police batons, blunt projectiles, police horses, police vehicles, guns, and other
weapons cause injuries that are covered elsewhere in this book. You treat the
injury, not the weapon, and the injury is no different when administered by
police than when it is the result of an accident. What is different is the fear or
anger that often accompanies injuries caused by police. Your health work is to
help restore a sense of safety to the person while tending to her injuries.

Include page refrerences to pages where readers will find information on bro-
ken bones, abdominal injury, bleeding, bruising, head injury, etc.

Poison

Page 37: “Corrosives” is inconsistent language with “alkali” used in the meds
chapter entry on charcoal.

Stings and Bites

Page 41: some poisonous snakes do not have fangs, either because as a species
they don’t (Colubridae, e.g.) or because their fangs are too small or damaged
to be noticed in the panic following a snakebite.

Page 42: this may be an American thing, but the common misidentification
of MRSA abscesses and furuncles as “brown recluse bites” or “spider bites” is
worth mentioning here. That is, the “classic” spider bite, with the gooey, eroded
center, and the raised, inflamed lip and halo, is more often a bacterial infection
than a true envenomation from a spider, no matter how much people insist.
Accordingly, treat as a skin infection.

Heat Emergencies

Page 45: The picture differentiating between heat exhaustion and heat stroke
in the old WTND was an absolutely incredible pedagogical tool, and Grace
misses it. She reproduced it for training purposes, and it helped many students
call the thing what it was (which was almost invariably heat exhaustion). She
really does like the inclusion of the guy drinking water under a tree picture. Is
there some way to make room for both?

Cold Emergencies

Page 46: Avoiding moving a severely hypothermic patient is critical. In the
ER, Zoë saw people arrest from catheter insertion and a bed transfer.

Add immersion foot. Homeless people who aren’t allowed to take their shoes
off ever, long-marchers, soldiers, substance abusers who leave their shoes on for
a long time: they all get the trench foot.

5Weakness indicates a damaged motor nerve, total numbness indicates a badly damaged
sensory nerve, numbness in the pad or the thumb or forearm indicates potential damage to
the spine or the neurovascular bundle that passes between the anterior scalene and middle
scalene muscles, and bony tenderness indicates a potential fracture
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Recognize trench foot

Trench foot is like diabetic foot injury but appears nearly identical to gradual-
onset frostbite. Repeated or prolonged exposure to non-freezing wet cold causes
vasoconstriction and sludgy blood, denial of oxygen to downstream tissue, cell
death, and the growth of opportunistic organisms like bacteria and fungus that
feed on dead tissue. The early manifestations of trench foot present as:

• Pain or partial loss of sensation; blanching of skin

• Progressing to swelling, discoloration, and blisters; “walking on blocks of
wood”

• Signs of opportunistic fungal or bacterial infection.

If early signs of trench foot are present:

• Remove shoes and socks, elevate feet, dry feet gently and completely before
clean socks are put on.

• Follow frostnip care guidelines for gentle intermittent rewarming.

• After rewarming, substantial pain and swelling may manifest, and cleaning
remains necessary. Follow guidelines for infected wound soaks to clean feet
and draw out the fluid causing swelling.

– Add yarrow (Achillea millefolium) leaf or flower or encourage the
person to get Burow’s solution/“Domeboro” from the pharmacy and
add it to foot soak water for for stronger astringent action and mild
antifungal action.

– Add cayenne, ginger, or yarrow leaf/flower to foot soak water for
vascular stabilization and vascular stimulant action.

• The person should be transported to a hospital or urgent care clinic if
signs of advanced trench foot are present, such as total loss of sensation
(feet feel like “blocks of wood”), or any signs for infection are present.

Anyone with a cold-weather injury should avoid re-traumatizing herself while
she is recovering by re-exposure to the conditions that caused the injury.

• Encourage the person to not consume any alcohol or stimulants (cigarettes,
coffee, etc.) for the rest of the day if possible

• A person recovering from the early manifestations of trench foot should
avoid walking or re-exposing the feet to wet and cold conditions for several
days, and should wash her feet, care for blisters, and change socks at least
daily
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5 Notes on First Aid medications section

Medicines General

Is there a separate section on dosage calculation, identifying active ingredients,
etc., like there was in the first edition? Anne asks because the text flips com-
fortably from mg to ml to mg/kg without much flagging. If people are trained
to understand these, great. If not, they are really common sources for error –
actually, they’re common sources of error in people who are trained! We un-
derstand that every region has its own formulary, so a generic “two pills twice
a day” is unsupportable.

Also, this is related but a bit different – the dosing often requires fairly
good determination of time. This is something to figure out – how do people
unaccustomed to clocks manage an eight-hourly dose? Obviously there’s no one-
size-fits-all approach, but in each individual setting there may be an opportunity
to, say, tell people “take one before you go to bed, one when you get up, and
one when the men come back from the field to get more hay for the oxen” or
whatever.

This issue doesn’t only pertain to people unaccustomed to time. When Anne
was giving Grace antibiotics and fever-reducers for her 40C fever in Haiti after
the quake, she drew the morning, noon, and night symbols from the old Where
There Is No Doctor on a cardboard box placed at the head of Grace’s mattress,
with pictures of how many pills to take when. As Anne, Roger, etc. were in
the field, much of the day, Grace, or whoever made Grace take her pills, put
a check mark in the appropriate area every time her meds were administered.
This system conquered febrile delirium and language barriers successfully.

We assume that elsewhere in the book all these conditions are described in
detail, along with a good diagnostic guide? Anne had a couple moments when
she asked herself “gee, how is anyone going to know about X?” or thought “this
would be useful after you did all the basic non-pharmacological stuff.”

Medicines for Animal Bites

Page 50: Anne is concerned that this may lead to overutilization of RIG. If
rabies is endemic in the region, and the animal is a known carrier of human-
infective rabies (not all variants can be transmitted to humans) and the victim
has been exposed to saliva or brain/spinal tissue then rabies prophylaxis is
a good idea. That said, rabies immunoglobulin stored at room temperature
expires in a week, must be administered shortly after the inoculation, and costs
quite a bit even in the first world. Vaccination prior to departure for first-world
medical providers is expensive but valuable; it seems unlikely that sufficient
quantities of immunoglobulin will be available in-country, especially where there
is no doctor.

Antibiotics Fight Infection

Page 51: Include “measles” on list of viral infections?
Page 57 (Clindamycin): see comments on “strong” as a descriptor below

with Gentamicin.
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Page 58 (Ciprofloxacin): technically, cipro is a member of the fluoro-
quinolone family like all quinolones since nalidixic acid.

Page 59 (Ceftriaxone): Mention cross-reaction between penicillin allergies
and cephalosporins. Also “antibiotics” is spelled incorrectly (missing final i)

Page 60 (Cephalexin): Mention cross-reaction between penicillin allergies
and cephalosporins

Page 60 (Gentamicin): We would change “very strong” to “very dangerous”
– much of the historical problem with antibiotics stems from the perception that
they are “stronger” than comparable nursing care or general health maintenance,
and calling something “very strong” means that it will be sought out by name
every time someone loses patience or feels sicker than usual, leading to a demand-
pull for an inappropriate drug.

General antibiotics: Is TMP-SMX not included deliberately? Given that
it is effective against community-acquired MRSA (at least for the moment) it
seems like an obvious candidate for inclusion.

Medicines for Heart Attack

Page 61 (Nitroglycerin): There is nowhere in the world without Viagra. Add
contraindication!

Medicines for Numbing

Page 61 (Lidocaine): add disclaimer about lido+epi being inappropriate for
regions of limited circulation.

Add topical lidocaine.

Medicines for Burns

Page 62 (Burns): There is good information elsewhere about keeping burns
clean, covered, and burn victims well hydrated, yes?

Medicines for Poisoning

Page 62 (Charcoal): Remove reference to nerve gas, for which no case report of
protocol suggests that activated charcoal can reverse the effects of an exposure.
Activated charcoal matrix is used in air filters partly because it can adsorb
droplet agents and possibly gases, but given that nerve agent absorption is
primarily through the skin and lungs (rather than enteral) giving activated
charcoal to a nerve gas casualty to swallow will, at best, just give them another
reason to throw up.

Specify that this is for poison that has been swallowed by mouth only!
Provide examples of “alkali” – most people don’t automatically recognize

TSP soap, or Drano, or certain kinds of batteries in chemical terms.
Zoë writes that it is also not effective against corrosives.
Also, parents love to mix this stuff with chocolate, milk, soda, juice and

other things that prevent its efficacy.
Page 63 (Atropine): “gases” is spelled wrong with an extra “s.”
Defining “pesticides” and “herbicides” might be helpful, and the sentence

relating the difference between carbamates and organophosphates seems to have
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been imported from Where There Is No Doctor, But Oddly Enough There Are
Plenty Of Chemists!

Also, there is a good mnemonic for the side effects of atropine: red as a beet,
dry as a bone, mad as a hatter, blind as a bat, hotter than hell

Page 63 (Deferoxamine): how are readers being taught to recognize iron
overload?

Page 64 (Acetylcysteine): Zoë writes with regard to our stinky friend NAC,
she would consider mentioning that it smells like rotten eggs and is likely to cause
even more vomitting than the acetaminophen OD itself.

Page 64 (Naloxone): Okay, here’s a pet peeve of Anne’s. She hopes the
conditions you are describing medication for are elaborated in depth elsewhere,
but the way that opiate overdose kills is not unconsciousness but respiratory
failure.

The first, last, and only necessary treatment for opiate overdose is respiratory
support. Giving Naloxone only until someone is breathing adequately on their
own is sufficient to save their life – provided, of course, you re-administer every
twenty minutes or so. (Naloxone has a much shorter half-life than heroin or any
other opiate, so the cure will wear off faster than the overdose! This needs to
be mentioned.)

Waking someone up fully with naloxone, which coincidentally puts them
directly into withdrawal, is a sadistic and unnecessary “treatment” used at ERs
across the US to “teach them a lesson.” Argh! What crap! Save lives and leave
people’s moral development to someone else.

Also the typical formulation is 0.4mg per ml, so starting the dose at 0.4mg
(instead of 1/2mg) will eliminate a bunch of unnecessary fussing about with
fractions when drawing up medication.

Zoë wants to know if there’s any reason why intranasal narcan isn’t on here?
Nasal atomizers are not uncommon on the street, especially if the meds came
from an ambulance or hospital storage room.

Also, the incredible agitation that occurs once narcan has been administered
and a patient is rapidly immersed in a blinding world of pain may be worth a
mention.

Antihistamines: Medicines for Allergy or Itching

General Antihistamines: Zoë writes that diphenhydramine also has anti-
cholinergic side effects. It takes a mighty dose, but people taking meds for
parkinsons or atropine can teeter into toxicity turning blind, red, dry, hot and
mad.

Anne notices no second- or third-generation non-sedating antihistamines are
included. Are loratadine and fexofenadine (both OTC in the US) not available
elsewhere?

Medicines for Pain

Page 69 (Ibuprofen): This is just a weird suggestion, but it’s a trick Anne
uses in real life. Acetominophen is excreted hepatically, ibuprofen is excreted
renally. You can alternate which you take, maintaining a 3–4 hour interval, so
that no one medication is taken more than once every 6–8 hours, but you get a
new dose of pain control twice that often.
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Pages 70–71: Codeine and morphine are common allergens. More needs
to be said about addiction.

There are plenty of widely available opiates and opioids that should be in-
cluded. The combination drugs (with acetaminophen) specifically need to be
discussed because of the possibility of synergistic hepatotoxicity.

Anti-anxiety Medicines

Page 72: Liquid diazepam per rectum can be used to stop a single seizure
(works well, in fact – Anne has done it). More explicit directions about how to
do it would be useful.

Diazepam is highly lipid-soluble and Anne would like to see a reference
saying that “crushing it up with water” leads to good short-term availability
– she confesses her own literature review has been stymied by a lack of good
search terms!

As diazepam is generally available as a pill, we would like to see an explicit
mention that people actively convulsing (or seizing with a risk of progressing to
convulsions) should never, ever, under any circumstances, be given something
by mouth due to the risk of aspiration. Not to mention it probably won’t
be absorbed fast enough in the best of circumstances to have any beneficial
effect. A fifteen minute seizure is a lethal emergency – the threshold for status
epilepticus is five minutes.

Again, the addiction threat needs to be elaborated in clear, iconic form.
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6 Emerging Trends in the Western US

Zoë was asked to offer her thoughts on emerging trends that call for increased
informed self-care in the Western United States.

When I was working at Denver Health, we had overdoses every week from
people that had purchased medications from Mexico. Perhaps some sort of
medication conversion chart or explanation about dosing could be useful.

MRSA and the other lovely antibiotic resistant organisms are all the rage.
Many people are getting them post-op in hospitals, get released and spread
them around shelters. Along these lines, I have seen shooter’s abscesses from
Pine Ridge to Denver General, most the size of citrus fruit. They are typically
butchered in ERs leaving massive open wounds only to be to become festering
caves.

Also, bed bugs have become a huge barrier. Prevention, wound care, decon-
tamination, etc. is definitely worthwhile.

Renal failure: with the skyrocketing rates of diabetes, renal failure (and
MRSA wounds!) has become so tremendously prevalent. Information about
diet and lifestyle support as well as any other treatment recommendations would
be invaluable. Many patients from Mexico come to the US to receive dialysis,
though they can only get it emergently because they cannot get insurance. This
forces many CRF patients to wait until they have pulmonary edema and are
near cardiac arrest prior to qualifying for their care. Also, a simple breakdown
of hepatic renal syndrome would be incredible. So few patients recognized that
their liver symptoms were completely different than their renal symptoms and
trusted in doctors to catch their second failing organ, only to discover it was
much too late.

In my time in the ER, I saw so many recent refugees die of pneumonia.
They were all ages and from many countries. Many of them waited because
they believed they only had a cold, or simply had an asthma flare.

It would be worthwhile to talk about lyme disease. I’ve met more and more
people on the rez coming down with it, a good handful of folks in the ER, and
everyone believes they are drug seeking lunatics. Also, misdiagnosis with psych
issues is ever-present, particularly among those of us that mainstream medicine
considers insane from the get go.

Psych medications are increasingly abundant, and with them many medica-
tion interactions and exacerbated medical problems. Many low income patients
receive old drugs in low enough doses that they only receive side effects (sleep,
anti-anxiety, etc) to save the pricey drugs for the insured and wealthy. Many
conditions are getting misdiagnosed (thyroid, lyme disease, RA, SVT) as psych
issues and being treated so poorly the patient gives up hope.

Fun new drugs are rampant. Anti-cholinergics are easily found in alleys
and haven’t been criminalized yet (ahh, Jimson Weed). Toxicity is the same as
with atropine or antihistamines. Also, Morning Glory and other garden variety
hallucinogens are increasing in popularity. Bath salts are every paramedic’s
worst nightmare in the back of an ambulance.

I doubt I need to say much when I state that diabetes is a massive issue.
Education for diet and lifestyle is all geared on the assumption the patient can
waltz from their windowless trailer on Pine Ridge to the nearest Whole Foods
to load up on healthy products. Along with diabetes is Metabolic Syndrome,
particularly in adolescents causing depression, anxiety, inability to concentrate,
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etc.
Migraines were incredibly prevalent at Denver General, particularly among

people that lived in projects or other housing situations with terrible environ-
mental conditions. The magic treatment of darkness, fluids, a touch of caffeine,
a pain reliever and a benadryl works magic, and you really don’t need to subject
yourself to the cruelties of the ER.

Dementia and Alzheimer’s was consistently identified late, treated terribly
and caused great anguish to so many of my patients. Again, the dietary and
lifestyle treatments were never explained clearly. Many people became FTT
patients before they ever received pathology specific care, as their doctors would
not intervene.

I almost totally spaced a rather relevant issue: Illness and injuries associated
with crossing nationally imposed borders. Not quite sure how that one escaped
me. This isn’t limited to the US/Mexico border, but it’s what I know the most
about.6

6One of Anne’s concerns related to border crossings (and hunger strikes) is refeeding syn-
drome, a “border syndrome” that happens when somebody moves too quickly from one en-
vironment in which food is absent or witheld into a new environment where food is avail-
able in quantities that they are not physiologically able to utilize without severe metabolic
complications. There’s good information on child malnutrition in the new WTND (see
http://en.hesperian.org/hhg/New_Where_There_Is_No_Doctor:Malnutrition), but this is a
specifically emergency medicine issue: imagine someone making it over the border to a refugee
camp, after walking two weeks without eating, that sort of thing.
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A The Kid You Want by Anne

Some street medic friends and I were invited to contribute our commentary to
the latest edition of Hesperian’s Where There Is No Doctor. The book leads a
double life. Ostensibly for “village health workers” in developing countries, it
has developed a cachet among homesteaders in the first world, who look to it as
a way of avoiding going to doctors by providing their own health care for their
families. More recently it has become popular for survivalists looking forward to
a day when all the doctors have perished in whatever brand-name catastrophe
they wish upon those who do not share their various hobbies and obsessions. In
order to provide good context for our editing work, we had to determine who
our actual target reader was and what their needs would be; towards that end we
decided that a good approach would be writing fiction about who might be using
WTND in thirty years. (Grace had suggested that our intended end users of the
book should not be the customers today but the folks who picked up used or free
copies down the road.) This is my contribution to that effort, entitled “The Kid
You Want.” Enjoy! – Anne.

1.

It started as a normal day. I was just kicking around with McQuarie because
my aunt was freaking out about mom, and we figured we’d go look at shoes
downtown. It wasn’t like we had anything planned. I was mostly texting this
girl from Fort Bliss and McQuarie was like totally addicted to this new game
where you move your phone around and it projects these zombies into your
googles, so we both had our phones out when the alert came that some people
had taken over the old clinic and were giving out free HIV tests where they
wouldn’t report you if you were positive.

Let me make it really clear, I don’t have any problem with people with HIV,
but y’know, my mom and all, back then it was different. So we figured we’d
have a bit of fun and went down to where all these people were, like lined up
around the corner already, and these big muscley guys with googles on were
walking back and forth in identical t-shirts looking nervous. The doctors and
nurses and all from the clinic were sitting on the corner together in their funny
bedsheet clothes that doctors wear – yeah, I know they’re called “scrubs” but
I didn’t know that then, y’know? We called them bedsheets cause they had
Betty Boop and Angry Birds and shit. Anyway, all the doctors and nurses were
looking pissed off and smoking cigarettes. The muscley guy standing by them
had a gun on his belt, but he wasn’t touching it or shouting or anything.

McQuarie was chewing this big wad of gum, as usual, and what he did was,
he went up to the side of the line and blew this huge bubble so everyone would
notice him. Then he popped it and spit his gum at all the people in line. I
picked up a drink cup off the ground and threw it. “Faggots!” we yelled, even
though some of them were women, “Plague fuckers! Dirty atheist shit-lickers!”

We did this every time there was a clinic takeover. It was, like, normal.
Usually we would yell a few times until somebody got upset and then we’d run
like hell. It was just a way of letting off steam. This time, though, the muscley
guys were too fast and grabbed us by the collars and threw us on the ground
so hard I hit my mouth and started bleeding. The muscley guy holding me was
kneeling, sort of, but in this way where you knew he could jump up and run you
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down before you even finished thinking about getting away. He had a shaved
head.

“The fuck’s your problem, man?” he asked. I spit blood at him. A drop
stuck to his googles. He didn’t flinch.

“You got some sort of problem here, you can go sit with the doctors, ese.”
“You fuckers kilt his moms” said McQuarie. Now the guy did flinch a bit; I

think I know why. See, McQuarie has this real light skin, and he keeps his hair
short so it doesn’t look Spanish, and lots of people think he’s a white guy, but
only until he opens his mouth. When he talks, it comes out in the worst, like,
MadTV.com barrio accent. One time up in another neighborhood a bunch of
Latin guys jumped him cause they thought he was making fun, but that’s just
the way he talks. So the guy probably thought his buddy had some ignorant
white boy, and then realized he didn’t.

McQuarie kept talking: “Lansing’s moms, man, she’s got AIDS and she’s
gonna die cause you fuckers didn’t register and wear rubbers and shit. They
oughta put your ass in jail. She can’t even get the cocktail.”

The muscley guy cocked his head. I thought it made him look gay, and then
I realized he probably was gay cause it was always gay guys trying to get you to
take the HIV test. I tried to get away but his hands were like rocks. He looked
at me over his googles.

“That true, kid?”
“Yeah.” I spat back, “like you care. Faggot.”
“Your mom’s got AIDS and can’t get the therapy?”
I didn’t say anything. See, they passed this law, where if you found out your

kid was taking drugs, had no papers, or was in a gang, or a was terrorist or a
traitor or something, you had to kick them out of the house and family right
away. My big brother was in the Zetas, and when they caught him, one of the
teachers at the school said mom had said something about it, so that meant
she’d known and now we couldn’t get the medical card, or a food card, or a
heating bill card, or have guns or anything. It was like, oh, your brother fucked
up and got caught, see ya, wouldn’t wanna be ya, bam bam. Then they elected
some other guy president and he said he wouldn’t enforce that law anymore,
but there was like a lawsuit or something and the never got around to fixing shit
for all the people who already got screwed. But I wasn’t telling some uppity
faggot with googles on that.

Then the muscle guy said something weird. You couldn’t tell, but I thought
his eyes changed expression at me. He goes: “hey, kid, how sick is she?”

I didn’t say anything.
“I mean, like, is she sick? Or does she just have the virus. Like, is she

coughing or tired a lot?”
That caught me, somehow, because for a moment it was like he was seeing

my mom, skinny and barfing and coughing and lying on her back in the yellow
bed in the living room, with my aunts running around putting cold water on
her forehead. I don’t know why I thought that, but it made me mist up. Okay,
it made me cry, but just a little. The muscley guy shook his head at me.

“Hey, man. You promise if I let you up for a minute you ain’t gonna run up
and hassle these folks getting tested?” I must’ve nodded my head.

He let go of my arms. It was like they went from being these pavement
decorations I had somehow been lying next to, to being my arms again, just
like that. I wanted to ask the guy where he worked out, but I didn’t want to
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because it was probably like a gay gym or something. I got up and walked with
him to this ancient Transit around the corner by the doctors and nurses. They
glared at me as we went by.

The muscley guy ducked into the van for a minute. Looking back now, I
think the whole thing about me, that made me me and not just the dumbass kid
I thought I was, was that I didn’t take that minute and run the fuck away and
catch up with McQuarie later. I mean, I had a date with that girl, I had shit
to do downtown, and it wasn’t like when mom died anyone was going to blame
me. I mean, she had AIDS, right? Nobody’s like “oh, that lady had AIDS, but
Lansing ran away from some faggot with a book and she died of that pneumonia
thing he was supposed to fix for her.” Right? Or maybe I was just chickenshit
that he’d run me down and catch me again. He was a big dude. Maybe the
best shit always happens when somebody, somewhere, is just too slow to do the
smart thing and get out before it hits the fan.

Anyway, I stood where I stood and the guy comes back with a copy of Donde
No Hay Doctor. I told him I can’t read Spanish (which is kind of a lie) and he
asks if I can read at all and I say yeah (which is also kind of a lie, or was then)
and he comes back with Where There Is No Doctor which is the same thing.
He says to take the book and see if I can’t help my mom from it. I think he’s
crazy, because who the hell keeps paper books in their van, especially in two
languages? But I say thanks and go back to where McQuarie is getting up and
trying to be all tough in the other muscley guy’s face and we run off and try
to sell the book at a pawn shop, but they won’t take it because nobody buys
paper books any more.

2.

The next thing I did wasn’t real cool, looking back. I mean kinda it was and
kinda it wasn’t. I didn’t really know what the book was – I looked through the
pictures and it was all these skinny people, like they have AIDS or cancer or
they’re models on TV on diets or something, and they’re all sick. So I figured
cause the title was Where There Is No Doctor that it was all about how you
get sick if you don’t go to the doctor, and end up skinny and dying of AIDS
which, hello, was something I knew. And I figured that the muscley guy at the
clinic was giving me this book because he thought I was just being a chotch and
wasn’t taking my mom to the doctor because I was stupid. I figured he figured
that once I saw the book, I’d realize that mom needed a doctor and that would
be the end of it.

And y’know, he wouldn’t have been the first asshole to do that. I mean, like,
on every website anymore there’s all these ads about how you’ve really got sick
nuts, or a sick heart, or sick blood vessels, or everything else sick, and unless you
buy the shit they’re selling, which is usually just a book about how to eat like a
monkey or something, you’re gonna die of sick. It isn’t like I don’t know that.
I watch my mom die, and all her sisters had to do their sugar all the time and
they just got sicker, and like half the kids in my school were so sick they needed
medication all the time, and the other half were taking medication anyway and
it was making them sick. I mean, sick and dying is just something everybody
seems to have to live with, except the white people on TV. Even Magic Johnson,
who used to play basketball, is sick and dying, and he’s the worst of them all
when it comes to trying to make you feel bad about not going to doctors. So
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on top of all that, here’s this book called Where There Is No Doctor as if the
reason you get sick is that you’re just some dumbass who doesn’t understand
about life.

I mean, that isn’t the point of the book, I know now, but maybe it should’ve
been. I tried to help a lot of people, but man, don’t tell me they wouldn’t have
been helped a lot more if there was a doctor there too. The difference, though,
is that what the book really thinks is that there should be a doctor but it’s the
doctor’s fault for not showing up, not your fault for not going and getting one.
It isn’t your fault for being sick and not having a doctor, unless you smoke or
something. That’s what I like to tell people. But that’s now and we’re still
talking about before.

McQuarie ended up going to prison for a year for some dumb shit, which
had nothing to do with the muscley guys or HIV or me or anything, and that
girl ended up moving to North Dakota cause her dad had student loans. That
summer I ended up being so bored, that I tried reading the book, and sure
enough, it was a book for people who don’t have doctors and are sick anyway.
As soon as I figured out what it was, I went and looked up HIV, and there
were all these entries on diseases that get you if you have AIDS. There were two
that sounded like they were talking about my mom, and one of them was called
something something complex. I was still real dumb then, and I figured that
since my mom’s sickness was pretty complex, and I couldn’t even pronounce the
name of the other problem, that must be it. I looked to see what drugs to use
and they said you could use the same drugs as you do for TB. My cousin died
of TB, the kind you can’t take drugs for, but he had a bunch of drugs anyways,
and so I got them from my aunt and gave them to my mom and it was like she
started getting better immediately.

The book said you had to take the medicines for six months, and Ernesto’s
meds ran out after a few weeks, so I went down to La Ciudad and got some over
the border. I didn’t do that a lot, at least not before, because the only things I
knew to buy were the kind you go to jail for, and I didn’t want to be a dealer
like my brother, but still – you grow up in El Chuco, you know these things.

Time went by and my mom kept seeming a little better at a time, and my
aunts were real happy and happy with me. Then one day one of them got some
kind of boil on her foot, and I figured she could soak it in saltwater like the
book said, and everybody got even more happy with me when the boil went
away. I stopped going to school and started spending time trying to sew up
chickens with needle and thread, and then with stitches from the Farmacias,
and then my aunts would bring in the kids from the neighborhood when one of
them would wreck a moped or burn their hand or something. Except for the
drugs for mom I didn’t give out too much medicine because the book says its
dangerous to do that, and anyway, I didn’t want to get caught.

One day I tried to get some HIV medicine, like Magic Johnson gets, for my
mom, but it cost too much except at one place where the guys say they sell
fakes. I didn’t buy them.

3.

The last piece of the story was when I met Mac. Mac is not McQuarie, under-
stand, but he does have a different name he said I shouldn’t write here. Mac
was the dad of one of my cousin’s girlfriends. He was this real hairy white guy,
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probably about fifty, and his skin was grey. I don’t know why he says I can’t
say his name when there’s not a whole lot of old guys with grey skin out there.
Anyway, he comes to my house one day and asks for me and my aunt thinks
he’s so weird looking he can’t possibly be a cop. Which is funny, because a cop
is exactly what he used to be. Anyway, he says he’s heard I can get medicines
for sick people who – this is his phrase – “want to keep their heads down” like
it’s a war and you can only get antibiotics by jumping in front of a bullet. He
starts talking about Where There Is No Doctor and quoting all the best parts
from memory, and I figure he’s probably okay and try to work a deal. He gives
me this list of like seventy medications, some of which I’ve never heard of, and
tells me if I can have them back here when he comes back in a week, he’ll hire
me regular.

Well, I do and he does, first as a mule – though I don’t have to swallow any
balloons or anything – and then when he sees I don’t just get medicines, I use
them, as an apprentice. Mac showed me how you can do what I was already
doing and make money – most of his “patients” were guys like him – old white
guys who liked guns and didn’t work and lived in shitty dirty white-people
houses by themselves. A lot of them were involved in this political thing he
didn’t like to talk about around me, but I figured out it was about skinny dirty
white guys taking over the government with handguns, and didn’t think much
about it after that. Some of them had girlfriends, and some of the girlfriends
had these little dirty white kids who were big assholes to Latins, but Mac made
them shut up and respect me when we came to take care of their ear infections
or when they couldn’t shit or whatever. Once, Mac stood and watched while
this white girl had a baby right there on the bed in a hotel room. They all paid
him cash and he gave some of it to me to get medicines from El Ciudad and
some of it I got to keep.

Mac taught me a bunch of stuff I never would have learned from that book.
For one thing, he made me by a reader and put lots of real medical books on it,
the kind doctors learn from. He made me read them, and keep them ready on
my own googles, which I hadn’t had before. For another thing, he told me there
were things that doctors didn’t know or didn’t want to know, like how colloidal
silver could kill any infection. I don’t know if I believe that, but it definitely
can make any person look a funny color for the rest of their life. He showed me
how to grow penicillin on an orange, even though he said penicillin didn’t work
anymore, and he showed me how to get pure alcohol from leftover beer using
a pressure cooker with a pipe and bunch of pot scrubbers. He said some day
he wanted to raise silk worms so he could make his own sutures, which is what
doctors call stitches.

Eventually McQuarie got out from Sanchez, and he got pissed that I was
spending all my time hanging around with this crazy white guy while my mom
was dying. My aunts started getting at me too, and to be honest, most of Mac’s
political buddies were pretty dicey on having a Spanish kid sew up their drunken
knife wounds. They started calling me “Lansingo” the way white people think
you make Spanish words, or else “Tonto,” and one time I stuck a needle right
into a guy’s arm and walked out cause he was so disrespectful. Mac probably
meant well and all, but it wasn’t just him out there and sometimes I think he
wished I’d go back to only running drugs over the border, just to keep things
simple. Anyway, I started hanging around my mom’s house again, taking care
of all my cousins and neighbors and shit, until my mom died from something
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that my textbooks say was probably a heart attack. I didn’t even know she
was “at risk” for dying like that, what with AIDS and all, but the priest at the
funeral, who always sent the altar boys to me when they got sick, said that it
was probably the best way she could have gone.

Finally, one day my cousin, who had been dating Mac’s daughter LeAnn,
says that he heard through the grapevine that Mac got arrested, and I better
keep low in case he turns me in. So I didn’t do anything for a while, like six
months or so, and I hear Mac got a fine and a PO and still nobody’s come to
find me, and I start thinking real hard about what I want to do. I got kind of
good with the medical thing, but I couldn’t keep my mom from dying. My aunt
tried to buy the house, but now it looks like we’re gonna hafta move out next
month, and she’s going to go live with her ex and the neighborhood is going to
get turned into a stadium.

So I’ve decided, why limit myself to Where There Is No Doctor? Why not
be the doctor who never showed up for my mom? I may not have a lot of school,
but I’ve seen people’s hands get blown off and kept them from getting infected;
I’ve seen people shit blood and live; I’ve seen a girl get bit by a mad dog and cut
her own leg off to keep out the rage. This is why I am applying to you today,
to join the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Class of 2043.
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B Who we are

Grace is a community health worker and clinical herbalist in Chicago. She
was trained and began working as a street medic in 2001. Her strength is in
developing health systems, programs, and projects. She has rendered first aid
in urban, rural, and wilderness environments, but far less than her co-authors.

Roger is a street medic trainer, DHS Community Emergency Response
Team trainer, and Red Cross CPR/First Aid instructor from eastern Connecti-
cut. He has run extensively as a first responder in street actions since 2001, and
has extensive wilderness experience.

Anne is a medical student and PhD candidate in Southern Ohio with years
of experience as a paramedic and first responder. She has rendered low-resource
medical care in urban, rural, and wilderness settings since 1998.

Zoë is a street medic trainer and paramedic in Denver. She has trained
street medics in several countries and has run extensively as a first responder in
the Western United States from Pine Ridge, South Dakota to the US/Mexico
border. She was trained as a streetmedic in 1999.
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